
Junior American Literature and Comprehension Summer Reading Assignment 

The following 8 assessments are due on the first day of school. Name, Due Date, Class, and 
Period Number, Font 12, double spaced, grammatically correct. 

The Following URL will take to website that contains the pdf of the 6 Jack London Short 
Stories you will be required to read over the summer. 

https://americaneng/ish.state.gov/resources/bui/d-fire-and-other-stories 

After reading "To Build a Fire" carefully describe the main character of the story-"the 
man"....:in a brief character analysis. Complete the following helpful discussion questions in a 
well written paragraph for each of your responses. 

1. What is the relationship of man and nature in London's short story "To Build a Fire"? 
2. In London's story, what is the difference between knowledge and instinct? 
3. How would you describe the man in London's story? 
4. How experienced is the man? Is he a novice? Prepared? 
5. What does the man seem to think of his own abilities? 
6. How does the man behave in relation to his environment? 

The story 'The Law of Life' is a story with many conflicting moments. These conflicting 
moments make the readers read the story with much anxi'ety. Conflict means opposition or 
disagreement between persons, ideas or interests. The conflict can also be internal, i.e. 
turbulence within the character. Or the conflict can be an open fight between two or more 
characters. (Man vs Man, Man vs Nature, Man vs Self, Man vs Society) 

7. Survey the short story and identify at least 3 moments of conflict within Koskoosh. 
Write a well written paragraph response identifying the type of conflict Koskoosh 
endures and then describe how the conflict contributes to the plot of the story. 

8. The final objective for your summer reading assignment is to write 6 journal entries 
with a minimum of 8 sentences for each entry on the following short stories of Jack 
London that are part of the short story collection (that is 24 journal entries in total 
gentlemen, 6 entries for each of the following 4 short stories, 6 x 4 = 24}: "The Wit of 
Porportuk", "Love of Life", "To The Man On Trail", and "The Wanderer of the North." 
In your journal entries make sure to include the themes, plot, conflicts, figurative 
language, symbolism, or any other literary concepts that coincide within each short 
story. Have a glorious summer and take advantage of any opportunity to read!!!!!!!! 

Mr.Masciel 


